A Truly Accessible Public Transportation System for Toronto:

A User-Centric Approach to Accessibility by Bernardino, Adriana Teixeira
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IncluCITY!is!a!proposition!that!engages!ten!major!stakeholders!in!this!system:!1. Differently%Abled:!Those!who!face!the!TTC!with!mobility!challenges!each!day!are!encouraged!to!participate!and!potentially!have!an!advantage!given!their!experience!navigating!the!system.!2. Families:!Since!teams!must!have!one!able8bodied!person,!family!members!are!an!easy!source!of!team!participants!for!the!challenge.!3. Communities:!Prominent!local!universities!and!colleges!provide!a!great!resource!for!participants!in!all!legs!of!the!race!(e.g.!University!of!Waterloo!Engineering!students!can!be!engaged!to!design!new!chairs,!athletes!can!be!engaged!in!running!the!race,!and!Rotman!business!students!can!be!engaged!in!the!business!challenge).!4. Agencies:!The!Canadian!Paraplegic!Association!and!MS!Society!of!Canada!are!likely!to!be!supportive!of!this!event!and!may!lend!money!or!resources!to!fund!advertising!or!other!costs.!5. Businesses:!Local!businesses!that!support!an!active!lifestyle,!such!as!Goodlife,!may!participate!through!sponsorship!or!by!advertising!the!event!to!their!club!members.!6. Developers:!Developers!can!be!engaged!to!sponsor!the!design!and!business!challenges,!as!they!may!receive!some!innovative!ideas!or!at!least!generate!goodwill!among!potential!talent.!
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7. TTC:!The!TTC!will!be!the!playground!for!this!race,!generating!positive!public!exposure!for!the!organization!and!potentially!more!budget!for!building!an!accessible!transit!system.!8. City%of%Toronto:!The!municipal!government!will!see!this!as!one!step!forward!to!becoming!an!even!better!world8class!city!that!is!inclusive!of!cultures!and!of!disabilities.!9. Province%of%Ontario:!The!provincial!government!will!support!the!event!because!it!is!helping!to!make!progress!on!the!goals!of!the!Accessibility!for!Ontarians!Disability!Act!goals!before!2025.!10. Media:!The!media!will!want!to!cover!this!event!because!it’s!never8before8seen!and!because!it’s!a!feel8good!story,!which!is!great!for!morning!television!(e.g.!CityTV!Breakfast!Television).!
Our!hope!is!that!IncluCITY!is!a!strong!anchor!for!a!variety!of!systemic!interventions!that!can!build!awareness,!instill!empathy,!and!inspire!courage!to!act!towards!a!more!inclusive!city,!such!as:!
• Empathy%Training:!Similar!to!the!40!hours!of!required!community!service!that!high!school!students!in!Ontario!must!fulfill!before!graduating,!Empathy!Training!would!require!high!school!students!to!engage!in!a!number!of!activities!that!allow!them!to!experience!life!in!the!shoes!(or!chair)!of!someone!with!a!disability!(could!be!mobility!disability!or!expanded!to!include!others).!
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• Inclusiveness%Awareness%Hour:!For!one!hour!each!month,!stairs!and!escalators!in!inaccessible!subway!stations!are!put!out!of!order!or!blocked!entirely!so!that!able8bodied!people!can!experience!the!frustration!of!facing!an!unexpected!delay!that!would!be!resolved!with!a!more!inclusive!city.!
• Inclusive%Rating%System:!The!IncluCITY!movement!can!expand!beyond!transit!issues!by!creating!an!“inclusiveness!rating!system”!for!the!service!industry!that!provides!a!crowd8sourced!tar!rating!that!indicates!the!accessibility!level!of!a!given!restaurant,!theatre,!etc.!This!could!include!reaching!out!to!bloggers!(e.g.!BlogTO)!who!could!start!using!the!symbol!on!their!website!restaurant!reviews!and!spark!discussion!about!the!inclusiveness!of!establishments.!!
Implementation&Based!on!our!analysis,!we!have!decided!that!triggering!empathy!is!the!key!foundation!for!our!innovation!and!will!be!our!accelerant!to!more!sustainable!change.!IncluCITY!will!allow!our!stakeholders!–!family,!community,!developers,!government,!etc.!to!experience!the!mobility!challenges!across!the!city.!!Experiential!opportunities!build!both!awareness!and!empathy,!but!it!can!also!highlight!many!of!the!negative!aspects!of!a!city,!a!business!and!the!community.!In!order!for!our!innovation!to!succeed,!we!need!buy8in!from!the!more!influential!stakeholders!who!may!see!this!as!a!risk,!such!as!the!
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government!and!businesses.!To!get!their!buy8in,!we!will!align!ourselves!to!some!of!their!priorities,!namely!in!assisting!them!to!meet!their!Accessibility!for!Ontarians!Disability!Act!goals!before!2025.!!They!will!receive!several!sources!of!value!from!IncluCITY:!!
• Ideas!from!the!masses!on!how!to!improve!current!services!and!infrastructure!
• Young!minds!of!the!future!workforce!working!on!mobility!issues!now!and!coming!up!with!solutions!to!targeted!challenges!to!accelerate!progress!
• Increased!exposure!to!the!issues,!which!can!then!lead!to!increased!funding,!sponsorship!and!innovations!from!both!private!and!public!sector!
Once!we!have!buy8in!from!the!more!influential!stakeholders,!the!other!key!factor!in!the!success!of!our!intervention!is!to!effectively!engage!the!community!to!participate.!Their!participation!is!what!will!drive!outcomes!to!demonstrate!its!success,!which!will!then!lead!to!increased!attention,!leading!to!increased!sponsorship,!incremental!participation!and!finally!greater!awareness!to!then!influence!politicians/policy.!!The!introduction!of!the!new!accessible!streetcars!in!the!very!near!future!provides!a!great!opportunity!to!introduce!Torontonians!to!a!broader!discussion!about!accessibility.!We!recognize!that!IncluCITY!will!face!a!giant!
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hurdle!of!visibility!in!its!attempt!to!get!noticed!in!Toronto,!as!the!city!is!filled!with!charity!runs,!cultural!festivals,!and!many!other!distractions.!Our!hope!is!that!the!unique!challenge!posed!by!IncluCITY!will!attract!participation!in!the!critical!early!years!of!the!event!and!create!support!year!over!year!for!larger!and!more!elaborate!races.!!We!recognize!that!IncluCITY!may!affect!other!systems!as!well,!in!both!positive!and!negative!ways:!
• The!City!of!Toronto!may!divert!budget!from!other!valid!programs!to!support!inclusive!transit.!
• An!increase!in!wheelchair!usage!on!the!TTC!may!make!it!more!difficult!for!others!to!use!in!the!long!run!(e.g.!imagine!a!day!when!everyone!is!in!a!wheelchair!waiting!for!an!elevator).!
• IncluCITY!may!inspire!broader!accessibility!action!in!the!City!of!Toronto!(i.e.!raise!awareness!so!that!IncluCITY!goes!beyond!transit!to!include!restaurants,!entertainment!venues,!etc.).!
Despite!some!potential!negative!system!effects,!we!feel!IncluCITY!is!a!giant!step!forward!(pun!intended)!for!Toronto.!! !
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Appendix&B&–&Additional&Remarks&on&the&Data&Collection&
Process&As!initially!designed,!the!primary!research!described!in!the!methodology!would!use!a!focus!group!approach!to!gather!information.!Participants!would!be!invited!to!participate!in!a!face8to8face!group!discussion!about!transit!accessibility.!The!groups!would!be!held!at!a!location!deemed!accessible!by!transit.!Individuals!would!be!asked!to!take!transit!to!get!to!the!meeting.!!Individuals!who!agreed!to!participate!and!did!make!it!to!the!meeting!would!be!taken!through!a!discussion!about!their!recent!trip!experience!including!issues,!concerns,!considerations!they!had!to!make!to!get!to!the!meeting,!what!helped!and!what!made!it!difficult,!what!could!have!made!the!trip!easier.!Individuals!who!didn’t!agree!to!the!focus!group!or!who!did!agree!but!eventually!didn’t!make!it!would!be!interviewed!over!the!phone.!!The!main!purpose!of!this!design!was!to!talk!to!participants!immediately!after!a!trip!had!happened!so!that!most!of!the!issues!and!concerns!associated!with!traveling!would!be!very!vivid!in!their!minds!for!the!purpose!of!discussions.!As!it!turns!out,!due!to!inclement!weather!during!the!data!collection!period!(Winter!2014),!the!focus!groups!were!not!a!feasible!option!for!the!intended!participants,!a!situation!that!typifies!a!major!accessibility!issue!faced!by!these!individuals,!as!described!by!their!experiences.!!
